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Background
Pressure on Emergency Departments across the UK has escalated considerably over the last
decade. Excess demand on ED services caused by an increasingly complex and aging population
combined with inpatient ‘exit block’ has meant emergency medicine now not only stabilises,
resuscitates and triages but also is responsible for management of patient’s pre-existing chronic
conditions whilst awaiting transfer to inpatient beds.
A considerable proportion of patients1 now face extended wait times for beds in ED, which has
previously been associated with poorer outcomes2.

Time Critical Medicines
The National Patient Safety Agency3, produced guidance to ensure patient’s pre-existing time
critical therapies are reconciled and administered in a timely manner to prevent deterioration.
Particularly prudent examples include, Anti-Parkinsons Medication, Anti-epileptics, Insulin,
Transplant Immunomodulators, Steroids and Anticoagulants.
Extended Omission of these pre-existing therapies have the potential to cause serious or severe
deterioration of patient’s pre-existing conditions.
Figure 1 : Pts spending >12 hours in ED1

70 Patients, presenting to ED
transferred to admissions
units – Retrospective Audit.
33 Patients identified as
taking pre-existing time
critical medications.

97% were acknowledged to
be taking time critical
medicines at the time of ED
clerking but nothing done

3% of patients time
critical regular
medications prescribed
within ED.

73% of patients had missed
or a delayed administration
of a medicine from the time
of presentation in ED.

Figure 2 : RCEM Safety Newsflash (Nov 2017)

“We’re ED doctors, we don’t deal with patients regular
medicines” Consultant in Emergency Medicine (2015)

Fundamental Culture Change needed around
reconciliation of pre-existing Time Critical
Medications within ED to prevent unnecessary
deterioration

Strategic systematic Interventions over a 3-5 year
period to address concerns raised in 2015 audit
Embedding responsibility of reconciliation
into ED clerking notes once pre-existing
medications identified.

Clear risk stratification of
which time critical
medication subtypes were
to be prioritised for
reconciliation within ED.

Commissioned Dedicated
Shop Floor Clinical
Pharmacy Service with
focus on medicines
reconciliation within ED

Automated referrals from clerking for patients
identified as taking time critical medications.

Interventions to Improve Time Critical
Medicines Omission in ED
2015-2021

Entire ED Stock Medication
review to allow easy access
to routine pre-existing time
critical medications

Inbuilt access through
electronic clerking system into
patient’s PMHx and Repeat
Medications (Carecentric
Portal)

Routine Nursing and Medical
Education regarding Preexisting Time Critical
Medications and
consequences of omission

Routine Nursing/Medical Induction
Podcasts
‘Light Bite’ Teaching
Opportunistic Shop Floor teaching

Time Critical
Medication
Reminder Cards

Figure 3 : Time critical medicines types prescribed in ED

Re-Audit of Practice5 – Jan 2021
33 Patients identified as taking preexisting time critical medications
transferred to admissions areas

45 Individual Time Critical
Medications identified

Clinical
Pharmacists
responsible for
~70% of
prescriptions

7 Individual Time critical drugs
identified as being ‘urgent
priority’

40 (88%) Individual Time Critical
Prescribed within ED or clear
documentation why held.

7 (100%) Individual ‘Urgent
Priority’ Time Critical
Prescribed within ED or clear
documentation why held

36 (94%) individual time critical
drugs due within ED were
administered in ED.

7 (100%) individual time
critical drugs due within ED
were administered.

Discussion/Conclusion
Methodologies of both snapshot audits were similar, with similar patient
numbers identified as requiring pre-existing medications and are highly
comparable. In MDT discussion of results, interventions rolled out over a
3-5 year period – particularly in relation to a dedicated pharmacy service
and accountability of reconciliation through electronic systems were felt
to have driven the improvement in care. Downstream benefits were also
found in relation to reduction in time critical medication omission on
admission units and reductions in clerking time on inpatient units,
improving patient safety and flow in the trust as a whole.
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